1990s TELEVISION!

Empty __ was a Golden Girls spinoff starring Richard Mulligan
3rd __ From the Sun featured alien scientists posing as humans
Craig T. Nelson was the __ of Minnesota State University
Timothy Daly and Steven Weber were brothers and pilots on __
7th __ was on The WB from 1996-2006
Jennifer Lopez and Rosie Perez started as Fly Girls on In __ Color
Then VP Dan Quayle didn't like fictional __ Brown's choices
John Walsh has hosted America's Most __ since 1988
Daniel Stern was the adult voice of Kevin on The __ Years
The popular show Saved by the Bell took place at __ High School
ER, created by Michael Crichton, was set in this city
Before she became Mrs. Cruise, Katie Holmes starred on __ Creek
Cheers spinoff about Seattle psychiatrist Dr. __ Crane
Rachel, Ross, Monica, Phoebe, Chandler and Joey were all __
Steve Urkel was the Winslow family's nerdy neighbor on Family __
Scientist Sam Beckett leapt through time in __ Leap
From 1987-97 Married… With __ focused on the dysfunctional Bundys
Northern __ was based in Cicely, Alaska, but filmed in Washington
John Goodman played her husband, Laurie Metcalf played her sister
George Constanza, Elaine Benes, and Kramer were friends of Jerry __
"D'oh!", "Don't have a cow, man!", and "Eat my shorts!" are from The __
Aaron __ was the producer of Beverly Hills, 90210
The name of Tim Taylor's TV show on Home Improvement
"Not the mama!" was what Baby Sinclair called his father on __
Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen started acting on this 1987-1995 sitcom
The show about FBI Agents Mulder and Scully: __ __-
The David Lynch-created __ __ started with the death of Laura Palmer
Paul Reiser and Helen Hunt's Emmy winning sitcom __ __ __
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